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Abstract. In this paper, we present MELT-ML, a machine learning
extension to the Matching and EvaLuation Toolkit (MELT) which fa-
cilitates the application of supervised learning for ontology and instance
matching. Our contributions are twofold: We present an open source ma-
chine learning extension to the matching toolkit as well as two supervised
learning use cases demonstrating the capabilities of the new extension.
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1 Introduction
Many similarity metrics and matching approaches have been proposed and devel-
oped up to date. They are typically implemented as engineered systems which
apply a process-oriented matching pipeline. Manually combining metrics, also
called features in the machine learning jargon, is typically very cumbersome.
Supervised learning allows researchers and developers to focus on adding and
defining features and to leave the weighting of those and the decision making
to a machine. This approach may also be suitable for developing generic match-
ing systems that self-adapt depending on specific datasets or domains. Here, it
makes sense to test and evaluate multiple classifiers at once in a fair, i.e. repro-
ducible, way. Furthermore, recent advances in machine learning – such as in the
area of knowledge graph embeddings – may also be applicable for the ontology
and instance matching community. The existing evaluation and development
platforms, such as the Alignment API [3], SEALS [7,33] or the HOBBIT [25]
framework, make the application of such advances not as simple as it could be.
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In this paper, we present MELT-ML, an extension to the Matching and EvaL-
uation Toolkit (MELT). Our contribution is twofold: Firstly, we present a ma-
chine learning extension to the MELT framework (available in MELT 2.6) which
simplifies the application of advanced machine learning algorithms in matching
systems and which helps researchers to evaluate systems that exploit such tech-
niques. Secondly, we present and evaluate two novel approaches in an exemplary
manner implemented and evaluated with the extension in order to demonstrate
its functionality. We show that RDF2Vec [30] embeddings derived directly from
the ontologies to be matched are capable of representing the internal structure
of an ontology but do not provide any value for matching tasks with differ-
ently structured ontologies when evaluated as the only feature. We further show
that multiple feature generators and a machine learning component help to ob-
tain a high precision alignment in the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
(OAEI) knowledge graph track [11,8].
2 Related Work
Classification is a flavor of supervised learning and denotes a machine learning
approach where the learning system is presented with a set of records carrying
a class or label. Given those records, the system is trained by trying to predict
the correct class. [18] Transferred to the ontology alignment domain, the set
of records can be regarded as a collection of correspondences where some of
the correspondences are correct (class true) and some correspondences are false
(class false). Hence, the classification system at hand is binary.
The application of supervised learning is not new to ontology matching. In
fact, even in the very first edition of the OAEI3 in 2004 the OLA matching
system [5] performed a simple optimization of weights using the provided ref-
erence alignments. In the past, multiple publications [14,4,31,24,16] addressed
supervised learning in ontology matching, occasionally also referred to as match-
ing learning. Unsupervised machine learning approaches are less often used, but
have been proposed for the task of combining matchers as well [23].
More recently, Nkisi-Orji et al. [26] present a matching system that uses a
multitude of features and a random forest classifier. The system is evaluated on
the OAEI conference track [2] and the EuroVoc dataset, but did not participate
in the actual evaluation campaign. Similarly, Wang et al. [32] present a system
called OntoEmma which exploits a neural classifier together with 32 features.
The system is evaluated on the large biomed track. However, the system did not
participate in an OAEI campaign either. It should be mentioned here that a
comparison between systems that have been trained with parts of the reference
and systems that have not is not really fair (despite being the typical approach).
Also a recent, OAEI-participating matching system applies supervised learn-
ing: The POMap++ matching system [16] uses a local classifier which is not
3 Back then the competition was actually referred to as EON Ontology Alignment
Contest.
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based on the reference alignment but on a locally created gold standard. The
system also participated in the last two recent OAEI campaigns [17,15].
The implementations of the approaches are typically not easily reusable or
available in a central framework.
3 The MELT Framework
Overview MELT [10] is a framework written in Java for ontology and instance
matcher development, tuning, evaluation, and packaging. It supports both, HOB-
BIT and SEALS, two heavily used evaluation platforms in the ontology match-
ing community. The core parts of the framework are implemented in Java, but
evaluation and packaging of matchers implemented in other languages is also
supported. Since 2020, MELT is the official framework recommendation by the
OAEI and the MELT track repository is used to provide all track data required
by SEALS. MELT is also capable of rendering Web dashboards for ontology
matching results so that interested parties can analyze and compare matching
results on the level of correspondences without any coding efforts [27]. This
has been pioneered at the OAEI 2019 for the knowledge graph track.4 MELT is
open-source5, under a permissive license, and is available on the maven central
repository6.
Different Gold Standard Types Matching systems are typically evaluated against
a reference alignment. A reference alignment may be complete or only partially
complete. The latter means that not all entities in the matching task are aligned
and that any entity not appearing in the gold standard cannot be judged. There-
fore, the following five levels of completeness can be distinguished: (i) complete,
(ii) partial with complete target and complete source, (iii) partial with complete
target and incomplete source, (iv) partial with complete source and incomplete
target, (v) partial with incomplete source and incomplete target. If the reference
is complete, all correspondences not available in the reference alignment can be
regarded as wrong. If only one part of the gold standard is complete (ii, iii, and
iv), every correspondence involving an element of the complete side that is not
available in the reference can be regarded as wrong. If the gold standard is incom-
plete (v), the correctness of correspondences not in the gold standard cannot be
judged. For example, given that the gold standard is partial with complete target
and complete source (case ii), and given the correspondence < a, b,=, 1.0 >, the
correspondence < a, c,=, 1.0 > could be judged as wrong because it involves a
which is from the complete side of the alignment. On the other hand, the cor-
respondence < d, e,=, 1.0 > cannot be judged because it does not involve any
element from the gold standard. This evaluation setting is used for example for
the OAEI knowledge graph track. OAEI reference datasets are typically complete
4 For a demo of the MELT dashboard, see https://dwslab.github.io/melt/
anatomy_conference_dashboard.html
5 https://github.com/dwslab/melt/
6 https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/de.uni-mannheim.informatik.dws.melt
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with the exception of the knowledge graph track. The completeness of references
influences how matching systems have to be evaluated. MELT can handle all
stated levels of completeness. The completeness can be set for every TestCase
separately using the enum GoldStandardCompleteness. The completeness also
influences the generation of negative correspondences for a gold standard in su-
pervised learning. MELT supports matching system developers also in this use
case.
4 Supervised Learning Extensions in MELT
4.1 Python Wrapper
As researchers apply advances in machine learning and natural language pro-
cessing to other domains, they often turn to Python because leading machine
learning libraries such as scikit-learn7, TensorFlow8, PyTorch9, Keras10, or gen-
sim11 are not easily available for the Java language. In order to exploit func-
tionalities provided by Python libraries in a consistent manner without a tool
break, a wrapper is implemented in MELT which communicates with a Python
backend via HTTP as depicted in Figure 1. The server works out-of-the-box
requiring only that Python and the libraries listed in the requirements.txt
file are available on the target system. The MELT-ML user can call methods in
Java which are mapped to a Python call in the background. As of MELT 2.6,
functionality from gensim and scikit-learn are wrapped.
Fig. 1. Python code execution in MELT.
7 https://scikit-learn.org/
8 https://www.tensorflow.org/
9 https://pytorch.org/
10 https://keras.io/
11 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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4.2 Generation of Training Data
Every classification approach needs features and class labels. In the case of
matching, each example represents a correspondence and the overall goal is to
have an ML model which is capable of deciding if a correspondence is correct
or not. Thus, the matching component can only work as a filter e.g. it can only
remove correspondences of an already generated alignment.
For training such a classifier, positive and negative examples are required.
The positive ones can be generated by a high precision matcher or by an exter-
nally provided alignment such as a sample of the reference alignment or manually
created correspondences. As mentioned earlier, no OAEI track provides a dedi-
cated alignment for training. Therefore, MELT provides a new sample(int n)
method in the Alignment class for sampling n correct correspondences as well as
sampleByFraction(double fraction) for sampling a fraction in range (0, 1)
of correct correspondences.
Negative examples can be easily generated in settings where the gold stan-
dard is complete or partially complete (with complete source and/or target, see
Section 3). The reason is that any correspondence with an entity appearing in the
positive examples can be regarded as incorrect. Thus, a recall oriented matcher
can generate an alignment and all such correspondences represent the negative
class. In cases where the gold standard is partial and the source and/or target
is incomplete, each negative correspondence has to be manually created.
4.3 Generation of Features
The features for the correspondences are generated by one or more matchers
which can be concatenated in a pipeline or any other control flow. MELT provides
an explicit framework for storing the feature values in correspondence extensions
(which are by default also serialized in the alignment format). The correspon-
dence method addAdditionalConfidence(String key, double confidence)
is used to add such feature values (more convenience methods exist).
MELT already provides some out-of-the-box feature generators in the form
of so called filters and matchers. A matcher detects new correspondences. As
of MELT 2.6, 17 matchers are directly available (e.g., different string similarity
metrics). A filter requires an input alignment and adds the additional confidences
to the correspondences, or removes correspondences below a threshold. In MELT,
machine learning is also included via a filter (MachineLearningScikitFilter).
As of MELT 2.6, 21 filters are available. A selection is presented in the following:
SimilarNeighboursFilter Given an initial alignment of instances, the Similar-
NeighboursFilter analyzes for each of the instance correspondences how many
already matched neighbours the source and target instances share. It can be
further customized to also include similar literals (defined by string processing
methods). The share of neighbours can be added to the correspondence as abso-
lute value or relative to the total numbers of neighbours for source and target.
For the latter, the user can choose from min (size of the intersection divided by
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minimum number of neighbours of source or target), max, jaccard (size of inter-
section dived by size of union), and dice (twice the size of intersection divided
by the sum of source and target neighbours).
CommonPropertiesFilter This filter selects instance matches based on the over-
lap of properties. The idea is that equal instances also share similar properties.
Especially in the case of homonyms, this filter might help. For instance, given
two instances with label ’bat’, the string may refer to the mammal or to the
racket where the first sense has properties like ’taxon’, ’age’, or ’habitat’ and
the latter one has properties like ’material’, ’quality’, or ’producer’. This filter of
course requires already matched properties. The added confidence can be further
customized similarly to the previous filter. Furthermore, property URIs are by
default filtered to exclude properties like rdfs:label.
SimilarHierarchyFilter This component analyzes any hierarchy for given in-
stance matches such as type hierarchy or a category taxonomy as given in the
knowledge graph track. Thus, two properties are needed: 1) instance to hierarchy
property which connects the instance to the hierarchy (in case of type hierarchy
this is rdf:type) 2) hierarchy property which connects the hierarchy (in case
of type hierarchy this is rdfs:subClassOf). This filter needs matches in the
hierarchy which are counted similarly to the previous filters. Additionally, the
confidence can be computed by a hierarchy level dependent value (the higher
the match in the hierarchy, the lower the confidence). SimilarTypeFilter is a
reduced version of it by just looking at the direct parent.
BagOfWordsSetSimilarityFilter This filter analyzes the token overlap of the lit-
erals given by a specific property. The tokenizer can be freely chosen as well as
the overlap similarity.
MachineLearningScikitFilter The actual classification part is implemented in
class MachineLearningScikitFilter. In the standard setting, a five-fold cross
validation is executed to search for the model with the best f-measure. The
following models and hyper parameters are tested:
– Decision Trees optimized by minimum leaf size and maximum depth of tree
(1-20)
– Gradient Boosted Trees optimized by maximum depth (1,6,11,16,21) and
number of trees (1,21,41,61,81,101)
– Random Forest optimized by number of trees (1-100 with 10 steps) and
minimum leaf size (1-10)
– Na¨ıve Bayes (without specific parameter tuning)
– Support Vector Machines (SVM) with radial base function kernel; C and
gamma are tuned according to [13]
– Neural Network with one hidden layer in two different sizes F/2+2, sqrt(F ),
and two hidden layers of F/2 and sqrt(F ), where F denotes the number of
features
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All of these combinations are evaluated automatically with and without fea-
ture normalization (MinMaxScaler which scales each feature to a range between
zero and one). The best model is then trained on the whole training set and
applied to the given alignment.
4.4 Analysis of Matches
A correspondence which was found by a matching system and which appears in
the reference alignment is referred to as true positive. A residual true positive
correspondence is a true positive correspondence that is not trivial as defined
by a trivial alignment. The trivial alignment can be given or calculated by a
simple baseline matcher. String matches, for instance, are often referred to as
trivial. Given a reference alignment, a system alignment, and a trivial alignment,
the residual recall can be calculated as the share of non trivial correspondences
found by the matching system [1,6].
If a matcher was trained using a sample of the reference alignment and is also
evaluated on the reference alignment, a true positive match can only be counted
as meaningful if it was not available in the training set before. In MELT, the
baseline matcher can be set dynamically for an evaluation. Therefore, for super-
vised matching tasks where a sample from the reference is used, the sample can
be set as baseline solution (using the ForwardMatcher) so that only addition-
ally found matches are counted as residual true positives. Using the alignment
cube file12, residual true positives can be analyzed at the level of individual
correspondences.
5 Exemplary Analysis
5.1 RDF2Vec Vector Projections
Experiment In this experiment, the ontologies to be matched are embedded
and a projection is used to determine matches. RDF2Vec is a knowledge graph
embedding approach which generates random walks for each node in the graph
to be embedded and afterwards runs the word2vec [21,22] algorithm on the
generated walks. Thereby, a vector for each node in the graph is obtained. The
RDF graph is used in RDF2Vec without any pre-processing such as in other
approaches like OWL2Vec [12]. The embedding approach chosen here has been
used on external background knowledge for ontology alignment before [29].
In this setting, we train embeddings for the ontologies to be matched. In
order to do so, we integrate the jRDF2Vec13 [28] framework into MELT in order
to train the embedding spaces. Using the functionalities provided in the MELT-
ML package, we train a linear projection from the source vector space into the
target vector space. In order to generate a training dataset for the projection,
12 The alignment cube file is a CSV file listing all correspondences found and not found
(together with filtering properties) that is generated by the EvaluatorCSV.
13 https://github.com/dwslab/jRDF2Vec
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the sampleByFraction(double fraction) method is used. For each source,
the closest target node in the embedding space is determined. If the confidence
for a match is above a threshold t, the correspondence is added to the system
alignment.
Here, we do not apply any additional matching techniques such as string
matching. The approach is fully independent of any stated label information.
The exemplary matching system is available online as an example.14
Results For the vector training, we generate 100 random walks with a depth of
4 per node and train skip-gram (SG) embeddings with 50 dimensions, minimum
count of 1, and a window size of 5. We use a sampling rate of 50% and a threshold
of 0.85. While the implemented matcher fails to generate a meaningful residual
recall when the two ontologies to be matched are different, it performs very well
when the ontologies are of the same structure as in the multifarm track. Here,
the approach generates many residual true positives with a residual recall of
up to 61% on iasted-iasted as seen in Table 1. Thus, it could be shown that
RDF2Vec embeddings do contain structural information of the knowledge graph
that is embedded.
Multifarm Test Case P R R+ F # of TP # of FP # of FN
iasted-iasted 0.8232 0.7459 0.6111 0.7836 135 29 46
conference-conference 0.7065 0.5285 0.1967 0.6047 65 27 58
confOf-confOf 0.9111 0.5541 0.1081 0.6891 41 4 33
Table 1. Performance of RDF2Vec projections on the same ontologies in the multifarm
track. P stands for precision, r stands for recall, and R+ for residual recall. R+ refers
here to the fraction of correspondences found that were previously not available in the
training set. # of ... refers to the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP),
and false negatives (FN). Details about the track can be found in [19]
5.2 Knowledge Graph Track Experiments
Experiment In this experiment, the instances of the OAEI knowledge graph track
are matched. First, a basic matcher (BaseMatcher) is used to generate a recall
oriented alignment by applying simple string matching on the property values
of rdfs:label and skos:altLabel. The text is compared once using string
equality and once in a normalized fashion (non-ASCII characters are removed
and the whole string is lowercased).
Given this alignment, the above described feature generators / filters are
applied in isolation to re-rank the correspondences and afterwards the Naive-
DescendingExtractor [20] is used to create a one-to-one alignment based on
the best confidence.
In contrast to this, another supervised approach is tried out. After executing
the BaseMatcher, all feature generators are applied after each other where each
14 https://github.com/dwslab/melt/tree/master/examples/RDF2VecMatcher
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filter adds one feature value. The feature values are calculated independently
of each other. This results in an alignment where each correspondence has the
additional confidences in its extensions. As a last step, the MachineLearning-
ScikitFilter is executed. The training alignment is generated by sampling all
correspondences from the BaseMatcher where the source or target is involved.
The correspondence is a positive training example if the source and the tar-
get appear in the input alignment (which is in our case the sampled reference
alignment) and a negative example in all other cases.
The search for the machine learning model is executed as a five-fold cross
validation and the best model is used to classify all correspondences given by
the BaseMatcher. The whole setup is available on GitHub15.
Results In all filters, the absolute number of overlapping entities are used (they
are normalized during a grid search for the best model). In the SimilarNeigh-
boursFilter, the literals are compared with text equality and the hierarchy
filter compares the categories of the Wiki pages. The SimilarTypeFilter ana-
lyzes the direct classes which are extracted from templates (indicated by the text
’infobox’). The results for this experiment are depicted in Table 2 which shows
that not one feature can be used for all test cases because different Wiki combi-
nations (test cases) require different filters. The BaseMatcher already achieves a
good f-measure which is also in line with previous analyses [9]. When executing
the MachineLearningScikitFilter the precision can be increased for three test
cases and the associated drop in recall is relatively small. It can be further seen
that there is not one single optimal classifier out of the classifiers tested.
6 Conclusion and Outlook
With MELT-ML, we have presented a machine learning extension for the MELT
framework which facilitates feature generation and feature combination. The
latter are included as filters to refine existing matches. MELT also allows for the
evaluation of ML-based matching systems.
In the future, we plan to extend the provided functionality by the Python
wrapper to further facilitate machine learning in matching applications. We fur-
ther plan to extend the number of feature generators. With our contribution we
hope to encourage OAEI participants to apply and evaluate supervised matching
techniques. In addition, we intend to further study different strategies and ratios
for the generation of negative examples.
We further would like to emphasize that a special machine learning track
with dedicated training and testing alignments might benefit the community,
would increase the transparency in terms of matching system performance, and
might further increase the number of participants since researchers use OAEI
datasets for supervised learning but there is no official channel to participate if
parts of the reference alignment are required.
15 https://github.com/dwslab/melt/tree/master/examples/
supervisedKGTrackMatcher
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